I Kissed A CEO And He Liked It
Chapter 9: Friday
"Gaby, are you crazy? We were together for two years and not once did
you agree to live with me, not
even stay overnight at my place!" Friday swiftly came, but it did not go
by that easily, with Warren still
pestering Gabrielle about her plans of moving in with her newfound and
supposed boyfriend.
After her class that morning, she went straight to returning her keys to
the apartment manager and
carried down her luggage and other belongings.
She wound up selling or giving away the very little furniture she had
since she did not need them in her
new and luxurious accommodation.
Both of them were already at the building lobby with Warren still trying
to convince Gabrielle how
wrong it was for her to live with a new man!
Seeing Gabrielle make her way to a luxury van, Warren called out to her,
"What the hell is this, Gaby? Is
your boyfriend some kind of a drug lord?"
When she ignored him, Warren walked up to her and grabbed her ar
Chapter 10: Just The Two Of Us
A day before.
"Kyle, son, Miss Taylor had an encounter with her ex at her apartment
building, but she easily brushed
him off, telling him that she was going to be living with her... new
boyfriend," reported Hank over the
phone, the driver that aided Gabrielle move to The Second Diamond
Hotel.
Hank, in his early forties, had found a home in the Wright's and had
been working for them for ten years.
He considered Kyle as his second son. He was fully aware that Kyle had
not had a girlfriend since, and
even he had become concerned about the fact that the great CEO of the
Wright Diamond Corporation

was not interested in women.
Thankfully, Gabrielle Taylor came along, and Hank was happy to support
Kyle in his pursuit.
From his office, Kyle held his phone up with pride. He turned to his city
view at the side of his space and
expressed a smirk. He thought there was no way one Warren Foster can
win against him!
"Thank you, Hank, for br
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As for updates, for June, it will be a bit slow. The good thing is, you can
have enough time to earn bonus
rewards. Not that I want to, but ultimately, it has something to do with
my contract and the required
number of words for this month versus next month. I hope you
understand. One Chapter only today and
Sundays will be my regular off. Thank you!
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Chapter 11: Flirting With Me?
Gabrielle had never felt too uneasy in her life. How could she not? She
was having breakfast with one of
the most powerful men in the city!
The worse part was how the man's physical attributes were completely
distracting! She was certain that
looking at Kyle was more appetizing than her pan-fried pork chop!
After agreeing to join Kyle for dinner, she started with her breakfast, first
munching on apple slices
before eating her scrambled eggs.
Most often, she would look down, averting his gaze but would secretly
steal glances at his incredibly
sexy jaws! Yep! And it wasn't just the jaws. The man's Adam's Apple was
calling out to her, the shape of
his arms, up to his solid chest; all of them were just tempting her to
stare!
'Damn!' She thought silently. 'God sure took time to make him!'
While she resumed her meal and occasionally ogled at Kyle, she heard
him ask, "I heard you had trouble
with someone yesterday? Hank told me."
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One chapter today!
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